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MAIN PLACES
Explore Lisbon like a local

NATIONAL 
PANTHEON

It is a 17th- century the main 

church of Lisbon, in which the 

most important Portuguese 

personalities are buried

ELEVADOR BICA

It is a funicular railway 

line  to take citizens from 

lower part of the city

CRISTO REY

The highest viewing point of 

Lisbon, exact copy of the 

statue from Rio De Janeiro 



It surved as a part of 
defence system at 
the mouth of the 

Tagus river 

TORRE 
DE BELEM 

 Tower on the water



The Museum of Art, Architecture 

and Technology is a brand new 

building which was inaugurated 

in 2016 and already became one 

of the most visited monuments 

in Lisbon. It is located in the 

Belem district on the river bank 

with amazing views to the  ocean 

and famous bridge 25 De abril

MAAT
Museu de Arte 
Arquitetura 
Tecnologia



This district was occupied by 

 Arabs for many years, that is 

why  Its name comes from the 

Arabic Al-hamma, meaning 

"hot fountains" or "baths" .   It 

is  a beautiful and very typical 

district with narrow streets and 

colorful buildings. It  is 

spreading on the slope between 

the São Jorge Castle and the Tejo 

river.

ALFAMA
Oldest district of the city



The monastery is one of the oldes and most beautiful 

monuments and the best example of Portuguese Late 

Gothic Manueline style of architecture in Lisbon. It is 

classified as UNESCO World Heritage Site.

JERONIMOS 
MONASTERY

One of the oldest monasteries of Europe



COMMERCIAL 
SQUARE   
The main and the 
most central square 
in the city



This castle is located on the top of the hill in the 

main central area of Lisbon. From this  castle you will 

see the best views to the city

SÃO JORGE 
CASTLE

Medieval  castle built by Arabs



The hills of Lisbon have always 

had a problem of traveling 

between the lower streets to the 

higher Parts of the city

SANTA 
JUSTA LIFT
Built by Gustave Eiffel student

To solve this problem in 1902 

year was constructed this 

beautiful lift with  one of the 

best viewing points  of the city

Amazing viewing point



MORE GREAT PLACES 
TO SEE

SÉ CATHEDRAL

The oldest church of the city 

which was constructed in 

1147 and located in Alfama 

district

STADIUMS

There are 2 very Beautiful 

and modern football 

stadiums of  the famous 

Benfica and Sporting 

COLOURFUL 
BUILDINGS

Lisbon has  many very 

beautiful colourful buildings, 

 perfect for some great 

pictures 

 



Azulejos are the cceramic tiles 

with drawing on the surface. It 

can be found on the interior and 

exterior of churches, palaces, 

ordinary houses, schools, and 

nowadays, railways or subway 

stations. 

AZULEJOS
Main facade decorations

The word azulejo is derived from 

the Arabic language and Tiles 

itself were brought from african 

portuguese colonies

Museum of Azulejos



VASCO 
DA 

GAMA 
BRIDGE
The longest bridge 

in Europe.

Total length of this bridge is 12.3 km (7.6 mi) 

and it is dedicated to to the Portuguese explorer 

and the first European to reach India by sea. 



ENJOY 
LISBON

Catarina is a lawyer and Alex is 

an architect. What unites us, is 

love to our country, desire to 

travel and to explore new places 

and new people.

With our team



THANK YOU
Join us in our mission!

Traveling2portugal@gmail.com


